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About This Game

Sherlock Holmes: The Devil’s Daughter is a fantastic adventure with unique gameplay that blends investigation, action and
exploration for an extraordinary experience that will test the limits of your nerves and intelligence.

Track down evil in the darkest corners of London and the human soul while playing as the great detective, as you untangle a
web of intrigue leading to the final stunning revelation.

Each of your deductions and actions affects the rest of the story, for better or for worse…

Play as Sherlock Holmes and use his extraordinary abilities to progress through the adventure.

Freely explore several of the city's neighbourhoods in search of clues and suspects.

Interrogations, combat, chases, infiltration… discover a game that is unlike any other!
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Title: Sherlock Holmes: The Devil's Daughter
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Frogwares
Publisher:
Bigben Interactive
Release Date: 10 Jun, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64 Bit / Windows 8.1 64 Bit / Windows 10 64 Bit

Processor: INTEL Core i3 3.6GHz / AMD FX Series 4.2GHz Quad-Core

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: 1024 MB 100% DirectX 11 compatible AMD Radeon HD 7790 / NVIDIA GeForce 460 GTX

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 20 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible

English,French,Italian,German,Russian,Turkish,Ukrainian,Polish,Czech,Simplified Chinese,Traditional
Chinese,Japanese,Korean,Arabic
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It's so bad it's almost comical. Despite a few moments in each of the cases, this game was bogged down with awful, truly awful
QTE's (quick time events) that sapped the soul right out of the game and the player. The puzzles were so mind numbing in their
simplicity, it was insulting. To sum up this game, I would say it was insulting from beginning to end for the most part. The
unnecessary family drama was so hamfisted it felt simultaneously overwhelming and shallow. Not nearly enough time was given
to flesh out Alice or Kate and any relationship they may have had felt like we were force fed the cliffs notes. It was ultimately
empty and bereft of any feeling with the ending so over the top it felt more like a satire than an emotional story. Frogwares
failed spectacularly by trying to make this into some cross-over action-like game that let down fans of their earlier works. Crime
and Punishment being the apex of Frogware's works. This is just sad.

There's also a slew of hot garbage that is typical of Frogware's cheap design that you could usually overlook due to the quality of
some the former cases, but they all still show up. Stiff, awkward animations, poor character control, wonky cameras, cringe
dialogue, insufferably slow movements, blurry textures and odd post-processing effexts.

I do not recommend this game to anyone except hardcore Sherlock Holmes fans craving some few moments of classic
Frogwares Holmes. A Study in Green and Chain Reaction being the only two worthwhile cases IMO despite the first case, Prey
Tell, having a good story the QTE nonsense was outrageous and practically ruined the game for me.. Excellent game. Highly
recommend. Graphic quality is good. I am a huge fan about the option where you can skip certain puzzles, as some may become
a little tedious. The ending caught me by surprise. Only downside is the short gameplay, just wish they could add some DLC or
bring out another.. My favorite Sherlock Homes game on Steam. The graphics are the best, the customization is super fun, the
story is great, and the different our comes are very interesting and the fact that all your decisions affect the end scene are great
fun! I also love any game I'm able to use my Xbox controller. Was enjoying the game. Nothing fantastic, but enjoyable detective
game. Got to the second case and the game started freezing for a few seconds after I did anything. It quickly became
unplayable.. That game doesnt worth that price.. Well.. Playing from the very first game: the case of silver earring. Played
through every entry of the collection: 45 hours in total, then I started this one.
I can only say: How marvelous the wonders of technology are!
From Crime and Punishment, they decided to abandon the tiresome ' heavily puzzle-dependent finding clues, then interact the
items you found' part. Which is a huge revolution.
In this latest entry, we can clearly see and feel the wonders and growth of technology has brought on the game.
The control, graphics, everything...
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How lucky we are to live in a time like this.

PS: The price indicates everything... haha. Sadly, I have to give this one a thumbs down for me personally. I found that the
controls and camera angles gave me motion sickness, and I also found the mini games frustrating (climbing chimneys, following
suspects, etc.).

The overall concept isn't terrible, but I thought the implementation was lacking. I liked the idea of being a detective and solving
cases, but this one is just not for me.. Normally I love puzzle and deduction games, but this one isn't a real one. When you think
you should deduce conclusions on crimes with the facts and the evidence, in fact you really just have to make a guess randomly
because all the suspect have as many evidence and reasons to do the crime. Plus, the puzzles are just annoying to do. The story
had potential, but instead of focusing on the devil's daughter (that's the game's name after all), the game just focused on the
crimes you have to solve, which don't even relate to the devil's daughter. I'm really disappointed but I'm happy I bought it on
sale. Right now it costs 8$CAN and I'd say it's not worth more than that. If you really wanna try it, at this price I'd say the laughs
I had because of the poor mechanics and awful cutscenes of the game were worth it.. I'm a huge Sherlock Holmes fan - read the
books, watched the shows and played most of the games available in the market; always loved a detective game. However, this
was by far the worst in the franchise for me. I can't recall the other games I've played as it has been quite awhile, but I
remember I still enjoyed them, but this? Not as much...

Loading take insanely long and the framerate was terrible, usually fluctuating between 15-60fps, but not game breaking so it's not
the worst complaint that I have as it is still playable. The whole game feels really lazy, from very mediocre cases to poor voice
acting. When I saw poor voice acting, I mean by the character mouth movements are not in sync with what they're saying and
sometimes their mouth doesn't even move an inch. Graphics are okay, beautiful artwork, and I expect nothing less from a Sherlock
Holmes game. The game is filled with a few big cases which can take awhile to several simple ones that are solved within a couple
of minutes. It started off really well, and then slowly the game felt like the developers just wanted to publish the game as soon as
possible. Puzzles are not THAT challenging, they are more of confusing - the difference being that games in this genre tend to
provide clues to allow players to solve said puzzles in a challenging manner however in this game, barely any clues are given, and
you literally have to blind guess your way through or just google it. The "main story" is relatively confusing as well, you will "huh?"
several times throughout the game. Price tag slapped onto this game is insane, $49 for a game completed in less than 10hrs, noting
that I was stuck on a couple of puzzles for awhile, so if you REALLY want to get this game and try it out for yourself, get it during
sales for about <$8.

Amongst all these criticism, there are a few plus points that I would like to point out. I really love the idea of choosing an ending for
every case - you basically have a choice with either letting the criminal walk free or arresting them based on your own morality,
and it really question my own moral at times. They don't let you take shortcuts as well, even if you know what the next step is, the
game will deny you from progressing until you've checked the whole area for clues. Really cool deduction board, allows you to
make your own deductions based on evidences. This game is also riddled with QTE, and they don't provide you with much chances
as time usually runs out really quickly which I like because it keeps me on my feet.

I can go on and on about this game, but these are the few things that really caught my attention when playing it. With that said, I
would ONLY recommend this game to avid Sherlock Holmes fans (who isn't?), or those who have played the previous games from
the franchise and would like to add this to their collection, BUT only get it during sales. Lastly, play this game with an open mind,
you might actually like this game more than I did.

Overall 5\/10. This game is not a bad game per se just very...'meh'. The game does a good job of presenting Sherlock holmes in
terms of game mechanics but it feels like the game is always holding your hand. It does not feel like you can make any real
mistakes. In the age of truly open world games this is a hard sell. But if you can get this game reduced ($10) , then it might be good
if you want something simple.
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Seems buggy.. I loved crimes and punishments. If something isn't fixed don't break it. Not being able to pause during the so
called puzzles is ridiculous.. I wish there was a neutral button for rating this game. I don't want to give it a positive or a negative
rec. It's not a bad game per se, but it could be so much better if it took some of the deductive\/discovery elements and expanding
on them. I wouldn't pay full price for this game, but if you are interesting in detective stories and you can get it on the cheap, it
guess it's worth a go.
. Should be called die a 1000 times....More like Indiana Jones than Sherlock Holmes. Cases are well made with good plots..but
game play sucks! not recommended as a true Sherlock game. very disappointed. glad I got it on sale.. Too action oriented but
still a worthwhile experience.. I'd recommend buying it when it's in sale (got it for 6.74\u20ac in sale), the game as a strong story
telling, and the puzzles are quite enjoyable. (And if they are too hard you can skip them)

Sadly there is no replayabilty since you would know what to expect and how to solve puzzles, expect around 8-12H playtime

Achievement hunter notes : You'll unlock every achievement if you complete the whole game and all the puzzles. Great idea
with Epic Store Frogwares
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